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A MODEL

OF THE

BALANCE

OF PAYMENTS

Ray C. FAIR*
Yale“nisersit~, New Hoven, CT 06520, “X.4

A model of the balance oi payments is presented in this paper in which stack and flow eflects
are completely iniegrared. The model accounts for all flows of funds in the system and allows for
the endogenous determination of the exchange rate. The model is first outlined in general terms
and then a particular ‘quasi-empirical’ version of it is analyzed by meant of simulation
techniques The results of analyzing thix version show the likely importance of accounting for
capital flows and price linkages among countries in the construction of multicountry econometric models.

1. Introduction
It is cmmn~n
in the literature
to distinguish
among
the elasticity,
absorption,
and monetary
approaches
to the balance
of payments,
with
recent attention
focusing on the monetary
approach.’ Although, as Mundell
(1968, pp. 15&l%)
has pointed
out, these approaches
all assert identical
propositions
in an accounting
sense, they have provided a way of categorizing alternative
theories or models of the balance of payments. An important
question
is whether this categorization
provides
a useful framework
for
further work. A model of the balance of payments is presented in this paper
that indicates that it does not. The model does not fall naturally
into any of
the above categories,
and furthermore
it indicates
that none of the three
approaches provides a complete explanation
of the balance of payments.
A useful way of distinguishing
between the model developed in this paper
and previous models is to consider the determination
of the exchange rate.
Recent studies that follow the monetary
approach
have stressed the stock
market aspect of this determination.
Dornbusch
(1976, p. 276), for example,
states that ‘the exchange rate is determined
on the asset market,’ and Frenkel
and Rodriguez (1975, p, 686) state that ‘the equilibrium
exchange rate is that
*The research described in this paper was financed by grant %X77-03274 from the National
Science Foundation.
‘See, for example, Frenkel and Johnson (1976), Dornbusch (1976), Frenkel and Rodriguez
(1973, and Kouri (1976). See also the recent survey by Myhrman (1976).

relative price of monies at which the existing stocks are willingly held.’ This
treatment
is contrasted
with the ‘characterization
of exchange-rate
determination
as arising in the market for foreign exchange with an emphasis
on the financing of current trade flows’ [Dornbusch
(1976, p. 27611 and ‘the
popular notion that the exchange rate is determined
in the flow market so as
to assure a balanced balance of payments’ [Frenkel and Rodriguez (1975, p.
6X6)]. A key difference between the monetary
approach
and the other two
approachys
is thus this question of stock-market
determination
versus flowmarket determination
of the exchange rate.’ In the model in this paper, on
the other hand, there is no natural distinction
between stock-market
and
flow-market
determination.
The exchange rate is not in any rigorous sense
determined
either in a stock market or in a flow market. The exchange rate
has an effect on many of the decisions of the economic agents in the model,
decisions regarding both stock and flow variables, and these decisions in turn
affect a number of different markets. The exchange rate, like the price level,
the wage rate, and the interest rate, is merely one endogenous
variable out of
many in the model, and in no rigorous
sense can it be said to be ‘the’
variable that clears a particular
market. In shbrt, the model presented in this
paper is one in which stock and flow effects are completely integrated.3
The inspiration
for the model in this paper came from my earlier work
[Fair J1974, 1976)] on developing
a macroeconomic
model for a single
country. The main feature of this single-country
model that is relevant to the
present discussion is the fact that all flows of funds are accounted
for in it.
This means that any financial saving or dissaving of an agent in a period
results in the change in at least one of its assets or liabilities and that any
asset of one agent is a corresponding
liability of .some other agent. The idea
for the present model came from considering
how one would link this singlecountry model to a similar model for another country so as to form a closed
two-country
model.
The outline of this paper is as follows. The ‘basic’ model is presented in
section 2. This model is sufficient for seeing the principal differences between
the present approach
and previous approaches
to the balance of payments.
Various extensions and alterations
of the basic model are then discussed in
section 3. The properties
of a particular
‘quasi-empirical’
version of the

‘Regarding the integration of SK& and flow effects, Bransan (tY74, p. 48) at the end of his
paper states: ‘But the~introduction al capital mavements, with the v&e of the exchange rate
being determined by both continuing flows and discontinuous stock shiits, raises some analytical
problems that are yet to be salved.’ As 1 understand this statement, these problems have been
solved in this paper.

model, called model A, are then analyzed and discussed in section 4. The
model as presented in sections 2 and 3 is too general to be analyzed directly,
and so more specific versions are needed before any analysis can take place.
Model A was obtained by linking the 84-equation
econometric
model of the
U.S. economy in Fair (1976) to itself. This resulted, after the addition of a
few equations
to close the model, in a 1X0-equation,
two-country
model.
Model A has the same structure
as the basic model, although,
as will be
discussed in section 4, it is in a number of important
ways a very restrictive
version of the basic model. The analysis of model A in section 4 is thus
meant ‘primarily to be illustrative
of what can be done in the future with a
more realistic version of the basic model.
2. The basic model
The model is a two-country
model. Capital letters will denote variables for
country
1, lower case letters will denote variables
for country
2, and an
asterisk
(*) on a variable
will denote
the other country’s
holdings
or
purchase
of the variable. There are three sectors per country:
household,
firm, and government.
Subscripts
h, A and g will be used to denote these
sectors, respectively.
Each country specializes in the production
of one good
(X,x). Labor (L,1) is homogeneous
within a country, and there is no labor
mobility between countries. Each country has its own money (M, m), which is
issued by the government,
and its own bond (B, b). The bonds are one-period
securities. If a sector is a debtor with respect to a bond (i.e. a supplier of the
bond), then the value of B or b for this sector is negative. The interest rate
on B is R and on b is r; the wage rate for L is W and for 1 is w; and the
price of X is P and of x is p. e is the price of country 2’s currency in terms of
country l’s currency, and e’ is the (one-period)
forward price of coumry 2’s
currency in terms of country l’s currency. The government
of each country
holds a positive amount of the international
reserve (Q,q), whose price is 1.0,
and it taxes its citizens using a vector (?;t) of tax parameters.
For now: X
and x, M and m, and B and b are assumed not to be perfect substitutes.
Another important
feature of the single-country
model mentioned
in the
Introduction
is that the decisions of the individual
agents or sectors in the
model are assumed to be derived from the solutions of multiperiod
optimization problems.
This assumption
has been carried over to the present
model. Consider
first the household
sector for country
1. It is assumed to
determine jointly through the solution of an optimization
problem its labor
supply and its demands
for the two goods, the two moneys, and the two
bonds. It takes as given the wage rate, the two prices, the two interest rates,
the tax parameters,
the exchange rate, the forward rate, and all lagged values.
The vector of all relevant lagged values will be denoted Z,. Expectations
of
various future values, which are needed for the optimization
problem,
are
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assumed
to be a function
of current
representing
the decisions for the current

and lagged values. The
period will be written as:

equations

L = fi VV P,P. R, I, ?; e, e’, Z,),

[supply

X,=f,(KPP,p,R,r,

[demand for the
good of country 11

(2)

[demand for the
good of country 21

(3)

[demand for the
money of country

l]

(4)

[demand for the
money of country

21

(5)

[supply of (- ) 01
demand for the bond
of country 11

(6)

7;e,e’,ZJ,

xh*= f,(W P, P; R, I, 7; e, e’, Z,),

M, =

.f,(W:p,P. R, I, T e, e’, Z,),

mh’= fXu: P, P. R, I, ?: e, e’, Z,),

& =.Mu:

P, p, R, I, 7; e, e’, Z,),

bh*= f,(K P,P>R, r, T e>e’, &J.

of labor]

[supply of (-) or
demand for the bond
of country 21

These seven equations
are not independent,
constraint.
This constraint
is as follows.
household sector (Y,) is assumed to be

(7)

since they must satisfy a budget
First, the taxable income of the

Y,=W~L,+R~B,+e~r.b,*,

[taxable

income]

(8)

where the first term on the RHS is wage income and the second and third
terms are interest income or interest payments. Second, net taxes paid by the
household sector (V,) is assumed to be a function of yh and ‘I’:

[net taxes paid]

v,=.fdr,Tn
The financial

saving of the household

sector (S,) is then

S,=Y,-I/,-P.X,-e.p.x,t,
where

the last

two

terms

(9)

are expenditures

[household

saving]

on

Finally,

goods.

(10)
the budget

constraint

is
O=S,-AM,-e.Am:-B,
-e.

Ab:,

[household

budget constraint]

(11)

which says that any nonzero level of saving of the household
sector must
result in the change in at least one of its assets or liabilities.
One further
point about eqs. (lt(7)
should be noted, which is that the covered interest
rate on the bond of country 2 is an implicit argument
in these equations.
From country
l’s perspective
the covered interest
rate on the bond of
country 2 is (e/e’)(l +r)1, and e, e’, and I are arguments in the equations.
Consider next the firm sector for country
1. For simplicity, it is assumed
that the firm sector does not purchase the good of the foreign country, does
not hold the bond of the foreign country, and does not hold any money. The
firm sector is also assumed to derive its decisions from the solution
of a
multiperiod
optimization
problem.
It is assumed
to determine
jointly
its
demand
for labor, its supply of the good net of the amount
used for
investment
purposes, and its supply of or demand for the bond of country 1.
It takes as given K P, R, 7; and all lagged values (Z,). The equations
representing
the decisions for the current period will be written as!
L,=f,,(WP,R,XZJ,

[demand

for labor]

x,=f,&W:P,R,?:Z,),

[net supply

Bj = firl(W P, R, 7; Z,).

[supply of (-) or demand
the bond of country l]

(12)

of the good]

(13)
for
(14)

These three equations
also must satisfy a budget constraint.
The value of
taxes paid by the firm sector (V,) is assumed to be a function of 7 and of
variables that determine profits:
V, = fist&,
The financial

X,, BI> W P, R, Z,, 0.

[taxes

paid]

(15)

saving of the firm sector (S,) is
S,=P.XI+R.Bf-W.L,-VJ,

[firm saving]

(16)

“For present purposes, the production-iunction
constraint
on the lirm sector should be
assumed to be incorporated
into the decision eqa. (1+(14).
It should also be noted that in
order for qs. (12) and (13) to be deteuninani,
there must be diminishing
retune
in the
economy, and this is assumed here. For an example of the introduction
bf diminishing
returns
into a model_ see Frenkel and Rodriguez (1975). who assume for their model that gross capital
kwmation is subject to increasing marginal Cost.

and its budget

constraint

is

O=S,-AB,.

[firm budget

constraint].

(17)

The government
is assumed to purchase labor from its own citizens
and both goods (X, and x$). The amount of money that it issues is M,,
its net holdings of the bond of country 1 is B,. It is also assumed to hold
money and the bond of the other country (m$ and b;), in addition to
international
reserve (Q). The financial saving of the government
(S,) is

(L,)
and
the
the

S,=VI+V,+R.B,+e.r.b,*-W,L,-P.X,-e.p,x,*,
[government
and its budget

constraint

saving]

(18)

is

O=S,+AM,-e.Am,*-AB,-e,Ab,*-AQ.
[government

budget

constraint]

(19)

The first two terms on the RHS of (18) are tax revenue, the next two terms
are interest
income
or interest
payments,
and the last three terms are
purchases
of labor and goods. Eq. (19) states that any nonzero
value of
government
saving must result in the change
in at least one of the
government’s
assets or liabilities.
The equilibrium
conditions
for country 1 are the following:
L,=L,+L,,
[equilibrium

(7.0)

condition

for the labor

market]

condition

for the goods market]

(21)

condition

for the money

(22)

condition

for the bond

x,=x,+x,+x:+x;,
[equilibrium
M,=M,+M,*+M:,
[equilibrium

market]

O=B,+B,tB,tB:tB:.
[equilibrium

market]

Eqs. (lt(23)
also hold for country 2, with capital and lower
reversed and with l/e replacing e. Call these equations
(1)‘(23)‘.

(23)
case letters
The model

is then closed by the following

two equations:

o=dQ+dq,

[no change

e’=&(...).

[forward

in total world reverses]

price of country

2’s currency]

(47)
(48)

For present purposes
the determinants
of the forward price can be left
unspecified, although this is admittedly
an important
issue.
Of the 48 equations,
5 are redundant.
The redundant
equations
are: one
from (lt(l1);
one from (12t_(17); one from (l)‘-(11)‘; one from (12)‘-(17)‘;
and one because the savings of all sectors sum to zero: S, + SI + S, + e(sh + sJ
+s,)=O. It will be convenient
to drop (6), (6)‘, (14), (14)‘, and (47), leaving 43
independent
equations.
If all the government
variables (i.e. all the variables
with subscript g) except A4,, m,, S,, and sg are taken to be exogenous and if
all the lagged values axe taken to be predetermined,
then there are 44
variables left. One further variable thus must be taken to be exogenous.
In
the fixed exchange rate regime this variable is e, and in the flexible exchange
rate regime the variable is Q.
It may be helpful to consider the matching of variables to equations to see
that all the variables are accounted for. Eqs. (It(s),
(7t_(lO), ~(12), (13), (151,
(16), (18), and the corresponding
equations
for country 2 can be matched to
the LHS variables in the equations.
To the four private budget-constraint
equations,
(ll), (ll)‘, (17), and (17)‘, can be matched B,, b,, B, and b,. To
the government
budget-constraint
equations,
(19) and (19)‘, can be matched
M, and m,. This latter matching shows the nature of the government
budget
constraint.
For the government
of country 1, for example, given I$, B,, b$,
e, and Q, any nonzero value of its saving must result in a change in the
money supply. To continue the matching,
W and w can be matched to (20)
and (20)‘,~ the equilibrium
conditions
for the labor markets; P and p can be
matched to (21) and (X)‘, the equilibrium
conditions
for the goods markets;
and R and r can be. matched to (22) and (22): the equilibrium
conditions
for
the money markets. e’ can be matched to eq. (48). This leaves three variables,
4, Q, and e, and two equations
(23) and (23)‘, unaccounted
for. 4 can be
matched to (23)‘, and either Q or e can be matched to (23), with the other
one taken to be exogenous.
This completes
the outline
of the model.
The point
made in the
Introduction
about the determination
of the exchange rate should now be
clear. The exchange rate affects the decisions of the household
sector and
also enters a number
of the definitions
in the model. Although
in the
previous paragraph
e was matched to eq. (23), it is not in any rigorous sense
determined
by this equation.
Rather, it is simultaneously
determined
in the
model, along with the other 42 endogenous
variables. In this sense, e, like P,
p, U: w, R, and r, affects both endogenous
flow variables and endogenous

stock variables. There is no natural distinction
in the model
market determination
and flow-market determination.

3. Extensions

between

stock-

and alterations of the basic model

3.1. The case where B and b are perfect substitutes
As noted above, the covered interest rate from country
the bond of country
2, say I’, is (e/e’)(l+ I)- 1. If for
indifferent
as to which bond they hold, then the bonds
perfect substitutes.
The model in this case is modified as
(7) and (7)’ drop out, since the household sectors are now
the two bonds. Second, arbitrage
will insure that R=
equation is added:

l’s perspective on
R=r’ people
are
are defined to be
follows. First, eqs.
indifferent between
I’, and so a new

R=(e/e’)(l+r)-1.

(49)

Third, the model is underidentified
with respect to B,, B:, bh, and b:, and so
one of these variables must be taken to be exogenow5
The model in this
case thus consists of one less equation and one less endogenous
variable than
before.
3.2. The case where M and m are perfect substitutes
This case is not realistic, but it is still of some interest to consider. If for e
=e’ people are indifferent as to which money they hold, then the moneys are
defined to be perfect substitutes.
The model in this case is modified as
follows. First, two equations
drop out: either (4) and (4)’ OI (5) and (5)‘.
Second, arbitrage will insure that e = e’, and so a new equation is added:
e=e’.

(50)

Third, the model is underidentified
with respect to M,,, Mt, mh, and WI;, and
so one of these variables must be taken to be exogenous.
(See footnote 5).
There is thus one less equation
and one less endogenous
variable
than
before.

3.3. The case where X and x are perfect substitutes
In this case. P=c .p. so one new equation

is added

to the model.

Two
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equations
drop out: either (2) and (2)’ or (3) and (3)‘. The model is
underidentified
with respect to X,, X:, xh, and xr, and so one of these
variables must be taken to be exogenous. (Again, see footnote 5.)

3.4. The case where the gooernmnts

control

the interest

rates

In this case either R and I can be taken to be exogenous
or equations
explaining
R and I can be added
to the model
and interpreted
as
government
reaction functions.” If the latter is done, then two new equations
are added to the model:
R=f,,(...)

(51)

r=&(...).

(52)

In order to close the model in this case, two variables that were exogenous
before must now be taken to be endogenous.
The obvious candidates
for this
in the present model are B, and b,.

3.5. The case where one of the governments

controls

the exchange

rate

This case is like the case of a fixed exchange rate (e exogenous),
although
an equation
explaining
e can be added to the model and interpreted
as a
reaction function of one of the governments:

e=.M...).
In this case, as in the case of a fixed exchange
endogenous
in order to close the model.

(53)
rate, both

Q and 4 must

be

3.6. Cases that are not possible to combine
The meticulous
reader will have noted that it is not possible to combine
the cases in which B and b are perfect substitutes,
the governments
control
the interest rates, and there is a fixed exchange rate or a rate determined
by
eq. (53). Given e’ from (48) and R and r from (51) and (52), (49) determines
e. Therefore, e cannot be exogenous or determined
by another equation. If M
and m are perfect substitutes,
then e is determined
by (50),~and so it is also
not possible in this case to have e be exogenous
or determined
by another
equation.
Finally, even if eq. (53) is not postulated,
one cannot combine the
bFor my U.S. econometric
model 1 have estimated an equation explaining the behavior of the
Fedetaf Reserve in which the LHS variable is a short-term
interest rate and the RHS variables
are variables that seem likely to affect Fed behavior. See Fair (1978) kx a discussion of this.
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cases in which B and b are perfect
substitutes, and the governments
control

3.7. The cme
equilibrium

where

the labor

ofpayments
substitutes,.
the interest

and goads

markets

A4 and
rates.

are not

i?z are

perfect

necessarily

in

Although
the basic model is based on the assumption
that the labor,
goods, and financial
markets
are in equilibrium,
it can be modified
to
incorporate
disequilibrium
effects. One possible modification
with respect to
the labor and goods markets, which is in the spirit of the model in Fair
by
(1974), is as follows. Consider country 1. If W and P are not determined
the requirement
that the labor and goods markets be in equilibrium,
then
some mechanism
for their determination
must be specified. Assume, therefore, that the firm sector jointly determines
W and P along with its other
decision variables, so that two new equations are added to the model:
w=fi4(...).

(54)

P=sss(...).

(55)

If it is possible for firms to make expectation
errors, then the values of W
and P may not be equilibrium
values, so that eqs. (20) and (21) may not
hold. Some modification
of the model must thus be made to account for the
case in which the’values of W and P are not equilibrium
values.
Consider first eq. (12), which in the equilibrium
case represents
the fiim
sector’s demand for labor, I,,. It will now be assumed that eq. (12) represents
the maximum amount of labor that the firm sector will employ in the period.
The maximum amount that the household sector can work is thus L,+L,.
If
it is further assumed
that the firm and government
sectors make their
decisions regarding L, and L, before the household sector makes its decision,
then the household
sector can be assumed
to take this possible
labor
constraint
into account
in making its decisions.
Eqs. (lt(7)
can thus be
taken to represent
the household
sector’s decisions
that incorporate
the
possible labor constraint,
so that Lh in (1) is always less than or equal to L,
+L,.
Consider now how the firm sector adjusts to a disequilibrium
situation. If
Lh is strictly less than LI+LB, then the firm sector is assumed to get only the
amount L,-L,
of labor in the period. Call this amount L,. In the case in
which L, < L,, the firm sector is assumed to change its decision regarding the
net supply of the good, X,, (but not regarding
W and P) and so eq. (13)
should now be interpreted
as reflecting this possible change. Thee firm sector
is also assumed to hold an inventory of the good, I. By definition
l-I~,=x,-x;,

(56)

where X, is, as before, production
and where X; denotes
sales. Any
difference between production
and sales in a period results in a change in
inventories,
and the firm sector is assumed
to adjust over time to an
undesired level of inventories
by changing production
relative to sales.
The model in the disequilibrium
case is thus as follows. Three new
equations
are added, (54t(56),
and three new endogenous
variables
are
introduced,
.L;, X;, and I. Also, L; should replace LJ in (20), where the
equation is now interpreted
as determining
the actual amount of labor that
the firm sector gets in the period. This amount
may be less than the
maximum
amamt
demanded,
L,. Likewise, X; should replace X, in (21),
where the equation is now interpreted
as determining
the actual sales of the
firm sector. In addition, L> and X; should replace L, and X,-, respectively,
in (15) and (16). Finally, it should be noted that I- 1 is now included among
the lagged variables that affect the firm sector’s decision, that X, in (13)
sector’s
reflects the possible constraint
L; < L,, and that the household
decisions as represented
by eqs. (lt(7)
reflect the possible labor constraint
on it. Similar modifications
can be made for country 2.
After the introduction
of a bank sector into the model, which will be
discussed next, one could introduce
the possibility
of disequilibrium
in the
financial market. Banks may at times constrain firms and households
in how
much they can borrow at the current loan rate. This issue, however, will not
be pursued here. The interested reader is referred to the model in Fair (1974),
where possible
disequilibrium
effects in the labor, goods, and financial
markets are considered together.

3.8. The case where there is a bank sector
A bank sector is easy to add to the model. Assume for simplicity that the
bank sector in each country hires no labor, buys no goods; pays no taxes,
and holds no foreign bonds and money. Assume also that there is no
currency
in the system, and let M and m now denote demand
deposits.
Consider country 1. Let M, denote the value of demand deposits of the bank
sector, and let B, denote the bank sector’s net demand
for the bond of
country 1. M, replaces M, in eq. (22). Also, the government
is assumed to
hold no demand deposits, so that M, is dropped from the model. Let BR
denote bank reserves, BO bank borrowing
from the government,
RD the
discount
rate, and RR the reserve requirement
ratio. Bank borrowing
is
assumed to be a function of R and RD:

BO=MR,RD),
and the bank sector is assumed
BR=RR.M,.

(57)
to hold no excess reserves:
(58)
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The financial

saving of the bank sector (S,) is
S,=R.B,-RD.BO,

and its budget

constraint

(59)
is

O-Sb-~Bb+~~b-~(~R-B~).

(60)

The model with a bank sector is thus as follows. Four new equations
are
added, (57)-(60);.five
new endogenous
variables are introduced,
M,, BO, BR,
S,, and B,; one endogenous
variable
is dropped,
M,; and two new
exogenous variables are added, RD and RR. In addition, M, should replace
M, in (22); A(BR-BO)
should replace AM, in the government
budget
constraint
(19); RD BO should be added to the government
saving equation
(18); and Bb should be added to (23). Similar modilications
can be made for
country 2.

3.9. Other possible extensions
There are a number of other additions
that could be made to the model
without changing its basic structure. Bonds with a maturity longer than one
period could be introduced.
This would require keeping track of the capital
gains and losses on the bonds and of the possible effects of these gains and
losses on behavior. The firm sector could be assumed to hold the bond of
the other country
and both moneys without
changing
the model’s basic
structure.
Likewise, a more detailed specification
with respect to the firm
sector’s investment
and production
decisions could be made without a basic
change in structure.

3.10 Combining

SOWE equations

For purposes
of the discussion
in the nqxt section, it will be useful to
combine some of the above equations.
Consider the case in which there is a
bank sector. Adding the four saving equations,
(10),~(16), (18), and (59),
yields
S=P.X*--e.p,x*i-e,r,b*-R,B*,

[saving

of country

l]
(61)

where S is the total saving of country 1 (S = S, + S, + S, + S,), X* is country
2’s purchase of country l’s good (X*=X:
i-X,*), x* is country l’s purchase
of country 2’s good (x* =xt +x,*), b* is country l’s holdings of country 2’s
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bond (b* = bc + b,*), and B* is country 2’s holdings of country l’s bond (P =
B; i. B:).

The last two terms in eq. (61) are, respectively, interest receipts and
payments of country 1. Adding the four budget-constraint
equations, (11),
(17), (19), and (60), yields
O=S+AM*+AB*--e,Am*-e.Ab*-AQ,

[country

1 budget constraint]

(62)

where M* is country 2’s holdings of country l’s money (M* = ,ti; + M,*) and
m* is country l’s holdings of country 2’s money (m* = rn; + m:). Finally, the
government budget constraint (19) in the bank sector case is
O=S,+A(BR-BO)-AB,-e.Am,*-e.Ab,*-AQ.

[government

budget constraint]

(19)

4. Model A
As mentioned in the Introduction, model A is a specific version of the
model outlined in sections 2 and 3. It is ‘quasi-empirical’ in that half of it is
an actual empirical model of the U.S. and half is completely made up. It is in
many respects more detailed than the model outlined above, although it does
retain the basic structure of the above model. In particular, model A
accounts for all flows of funds between the two countries and allows for the
endogenous determination of the exchange rate. It has a bank sector, and it
accounts for possible disequilibrium in the labor, goods, and financial
markets. It also has a more detailed specification of the firm sector than is
outlined in section 2. Some capital gains and losses are also accounted for.
Although model A is in many respects more detailed than the above
model, it is also in a number of other respects a very restrictive version.
First, no equation explaining the demand for foreign securities [eq. (7)] has
been estimated for the U.S. econometric model upon which model A is based.
Because of this, the properties of model A have only been analyzed in the
two cases where these equations are not needed: zero capital mobility and
perfect capital mobility.’ Second, no equation explaining e’ [eq. (48)] has
been estimated. e’ appears in eq. (49), and so some explanation of it is
needed in the perfect mobility case. For the results below e’ was always
assumed to be equal to e, which means from (48) that R is always equal to I’
in the perfect mobility case analyzed here. Third, interest payments and
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receipts between

cou+-ies
are not explicitly accounted
for, but are rather
included in overall exports and imports, as in the national income accounts.
Finally, no equation explaining
the demand for foreign money [eq. (S)] has
been estimated,
and so nrt and M: have been taken to be exogenous.
Because of these limitations,
especially the first two, and because model A is
not an empirical
model, the following
results should not be taken too
seriously.
As noted in the Introduction,
the following
analysis
is meant
primarily
to be illustrative
of what can be done in the future with a more
realistic version of the model outlined in sections 2 and 3.
Due to the editor’s wishes, the complete list of the 180 equations
of model
A will not be presented in this paper. A detailed description
and analysis of
the 84-equation
U.S. econometric
model is contained
in Fair (1976). In
addition,
an appendix
is available
from the author
upon request
that
contains a complete discussion of the construction
of model A and a list of
the 180 equations.
The following is a brief discussion
of two of the key
equations
that relate to the linkages between the two countries.
To avoid
possible confusion
between the notation
in this paper and the notation
in
Fair (1976), the differences in notation will be explained in footnotes.’
Country
l’s demand for the good of country 2 (x*) is a function of the
prices of the two goods (P and e ‘p) and of the size of country 1 as measured
by the total sales of its good (X;). The prices are lagged one and two
quarlers, respectively. The equation explaining x* is
x*
log--= -1.60+1.62logP_,
POP
+1.17log-

-0.43log(e.p)_,

X; +strike
POP

dummies,

where POP is the population
of country
1.9 This equation
was estimated
using U.S. data for the 19541-197411 period. The coefficient of logP_,
is
about 3.8 times larger in absolute value than the coetlicient
of log(e ym2,
which means that the real value of U.S. imports is estimated
to be more
BEq. (61) above is equation 65 in Fair (1976). In equation 65, however, the two interestterm
in eq. (61) are included in the export and import terms. There is alto a term in equation 65 that
is not in (611, namely transfer paymenrs from the U.S. to the rest of she world. Ignoring these
fairly minor di(ferences, the notation matching between model A and the model in Fair (1976)
is: S= -SAVE,
P=PEX,
X*4X,
e-p=PIM,
and x*=IM.
Eq. (62) is equation 66, where
AM*=ADDR,
AQ=ACFXG,
and AS*-e.Am*-e.Ab*=ASECR.
Finally, eq. (ISY is equation
69, where S,=SAVG,
A(BR-LW)=A(BR-BORR),
-AS:-r’Am:~p’Ahb=AVBG,
and 0
=AC”RR.
‘Eq. (i) is equation 24 in Fair (19X), where X;=X
and POP=POP.
Also, P in this case is
PX rather thag as in footnote 8, P&X. PEX and PX are dosely linked in the model, and so
little is lost in the present discussion by treating them as the same variable.

responsive to the price of domestically
produced goods than it is to the price
of imports. The best results in terms of goodness of fit for this equation were
obtained
by lagging the price of domestically
produced
goods one quarter
and the price of imports two quarters.
An equation
like (i) also explains
country 2’s demand for the good of country 1, with lower case letters and
capital letters reversed and with l/e replacing e.
Although eq. (i) is the best fitting import equation that I could find, some
may ob.ject to the unequal price co&cients
(in absolute value) and the lags.
It thus seems to be of some interest to examine the properties
of model A
with (i) replaced by an equation
with equal coefficients and no lags. Some
results are thus reported below for (i) replaced by

x*

log ~=-1.60+1.0010gP-1.0010g(e~p)
POP
+1.171og~ Xi fstrike
POP

dummies,

and for country 2’s version of eq. (i) replaced by its version of (i)‘.
The price of the good of country 1, which is assumed in the model to be
set by the firm sector of country 1, is a function, among other things, of the
price of the good of country 2:
logP=O.O795log(e

.p)+O.739logP-,

+other

terms.

(ii)

This equation
was also estimated
using U.S. data for the 19541-197411
period. ” The price of imports is estimated to have an effect on the price of
domestically
produced goods, with, for example, a one percent increase in the
price of imports
resulting,
other things being equal, in a 0.0795 percent
increase in the price of domestically
produced goods in the current quarter.
An equation like (ii) also holds for country 2, again with lower case letters
and capital letters reversed and with l/c replacing e.
Two other features of model A with respect to prices should be noted.
First, prices have, other things being equal, a negative effect on demand. One
would expect this to be true for the usual microeconomic
reasons, but it is
not something
that is true of all macroeconomic
models. Second, the cost of
capital has, other things being equal, a positive effect on the price level.This
means that one channel
through
which interest
rates affect demand
is
through the positive effect of interest rates on prices.

The properties

of model A were analyzed

(O,O)=zero capital mobility and a
(E, 0) = perfect capital mobility and
(0, ~x)=zeero capital mobility and a
(‘X-J,c)=perfect
capital mobility and

in four different

regimes:

fixed exchange rate,
a fixed exchange rate,
flexible exchange rate,
a flexible exchange rate.

The experiments
were performed as follows. For each of the four regimes and
for each of the two versions of the import equations,
model A was first
simulated
using the actual values of all the exogenous
variables.”
The
simulation
was dynamic and began in 19711. The length of the prediction
period was four quarters. The predicted values of the endogenous
variables
from this simulation
were recorded. A second simulation
was then run in
which B, was decreased each quarter by 1.25 (a sale of the bond of country 1
by country
l’s government).
The predicted
values of the endogenous
variables from this simulation
were then compared
to the predicted values
from the base simulation
to see the effects of the decrease in B,.
The results of these eight experiments
are presented
in table 1. Each
number
in the table is the difference between the predicted
value of the
variable after the policy change and the predicted value of the variable before
the change.
Results for 20 variables
for the first three quarters
of the
simulation
period are presented in the table.”
The rest of this section is a
discussion
of the results in table 1. An attempt
has been made in what
follows to provide enough discussion of the results in each column so as to
make the rest of the results in that column self explanatory.
In the following
discussion,
reference is sometimes
made to a change in one endogenous
variable ‘causing’, ‘leading to’, or ‘resulting
in’ a change in another
endogenous
variable or variables.
It should be realized that this discussion,
while useful pedagogically,
is not rigorous, since the model is simultaneous.

4.1. Regime (0,O)

Consider first the results in column 1 for quarter t. The decrease in B9 in
this case led to a decrease in output in both countries and an increase in the
interest rates in both countries. The interest rates increased because, speaking
loosely, a decrease in B, takes funds out of the system. Bank reserves fell in
both countries. The price levels in b&h countries were higher because of the
higher interest rates. In this case the positive effects of the increase in the
interest rates on the price levels were large enough to offset the negative
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effects due to the contractions
in output. Because of the price lags in the
import equations,
a change in prices in quarter t has no direct effect on the
real value of imports in quarter t. The real value of imports decreased in
both countries in quarter t because of the contractions
in output. P increased
more than did p and x* decreased more than did X*, which, as can be seen
from eq. (61), means an increase in the saving (S) of country 1. In the (0,O)
regime, all the variables
in eq. (62), country
l’s budget
constraint,
are
exogenous except S and Q, and so the increase in S in this case resulted in
an equal increase
in country
l’s reserves.
The saving of country
l’s
government
increased by 0.13 in quarter t, and this increase plus the 1.25
decrease in B, was offset by a 0.67 increase in bank borrowing,
a 0.60
decrease in bank reserves, and a 0.11 increase in country
l’s reserves. The
saving of country 2’s government
increased by 0.01; which took the form of a
0.07 increase in bank borrowing,
a 0.04 .decrease in bank reservc~, and the
0.11 decrease in country 2’s reserves. (The increase in bank borrowing
plus
the decrease in bank reserves less the decrease in reserves is 0.00 ~rather than
0.01 because of rounding.)
The, economic
contraction
continued
in both countries
in quarters
t+l
and f+2. The contraction
continued
to be more severe in country 1 than in
country
2. This led to a continued
fall in country
l’s imports relative to
country
2’s imports
and thus to a continued
positive level of saving of
country
I. The positive values of country
l’s saving led to a continued
accumulation
by it of reserves.
4.2. ‘Regime (m,O)
In column 2 the decrease in B, had almost identical
effects in the two
countries.
A decrease in B, has no other direct effects than to take funds out
of the system. With perfect capital mobility
and a fixed exchange rate, it
makes no difference which country
the funds are initially
taken out of.
Therefore, since the two countries are virtually the same, taking funds out of
the system results in virtually identical effects in the two countries.
In this regime there is only one (world) interest rate, and the increase in
quarter t in this rate was smaller than the increase in country l’s interest rate
in column
1 and larger than the increase in country
2’s interest rate in
column 1. This led to a somewhat smaller contraction
in country
1 and a
somewhat larger contraction
in country 2 in column 2 relative to column 1.
The figure for b* is negative in column 2, which meam that there was a
capital inflow into country
1. This inflow led to a larger accumulation
of
reserves by country
1 in column 2 than in column 1. The reason for the
capital inflow is fairly clear. In the case of zero capital mobility in column 1,
country
l’s interest rate increased more than did country
2’s interest rate.
Therefore, to have the interest rate increases be the same in column 2, capital
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must flow into country 1. To put this another way, the decrease in B, takes
funds out of country l’s economy, and in order to prevent the interest rate
from rising more in country
1 than in country
2, capital must flow into
country 1.
In both this regime and the (0,O) regime, the results are not sensitive to
whether 01 not there are price lags in the import equations.
In these two
regimes the changes in prices are not very large, and so the results are not
very sensitive to what one assumes about the price responsiveness
of imports.

4.3.

Regime(0,m)

This is an old regime, in particular
in combination
with a model with
static exchange
rate expectations
(e’=e)
and price lags in the import
equations.
It is clearly not likely to be realistic. For what they are worth,
however, the results are as follows. In the price-lag case (column 3), the
contractionary
monetary
policy in country 1 actually led to an expansion
in
country 2’s output. The reason for this is as follows. In the (0, m) regime the
saving of each country cannot change, since there are no capital movements
and no international
reserve changes [eq. (62)]. In other words, the solution
value of S when B, is changed must be roughly”
the same as the solution
value for S in the base simulation.
This is in fact the case in table 1, where
the changes in S are small in the two (0, m) columns. Given this, if imports
do not respond
to current
price changes,
then the adjustment
to the
contractionary
monetary
policy must take place through
a terms-of-trade
effect. Country
l’s currency
must depreciate
to turn the terms of trade
against it to offset the increase in its saving that would otherwise have taken
place as a result of its contractionary
policy [eq. (61)]. The appreciation
of
country 2’s currency leads to a decrease in its price level [country 2’s version
of eq. (ii)], which is, other things being equal, expansionary.
This expansionary effect was strong enough in the present experiment
so as to lead to a
net expansion in country 2’s output. This is, of course, a bizarre result, and it
is hard to think of any market forces that would bring it about: the fact that
the Gauss-Seidel
algorithm
that was used to solve the model found the
solution is no guarantee that this solution would be found in practice.
“Because of the way in which the experiments were performed, the solution values for S aReter
the change in the (0, m) regime does not have to be exactly equal to the wlmion vattie before
the change. This can be seen from eq. (62). In the (0, m) regime, the other endogenous variable
in eq. (62), aside from S, is e, where e multiplies the change in two exogenous variables (b* and
m*). Treating h* and m* as exogenous meam that tie actual (historic) values of db* and Am*
were used in all the experiments for this wjme. These values are not in general zero, and $0 e
in general multiplies fw0 nunzer~ variables in eq. (62) in the (0, co) regime. Therefore, with e
endogenous,
the solution value for S after the change can differ from the solution value Mare
the change. This possible difkerence is, haaever,
not important,
and it is ignored
in the
discussion in the text.

In the no-price-lag
case (column 7) the situation is not so odd. In this case
real output
in country
2 contracts
rather than expands
and country
l’s
currency
appreciates
rather than depreciates.
The offset to the increase in
country l’s saving that would otherwise have taken place as a result of its
contractionary
monetary
policy occurs in the no-price-lag
case through
a
change in imports and exports rather than through a change in the terms of
trade.
4.4. Regime (co, co)
There is also a somewhat unusual result in this regime in the price-lag case
(column 4) in that the contractionary
monetary
policy in country
1 had a
positive effect on its real output. The reason for this is as follows. First,
country
l’s currency
appreciated
as a result of the contractionary
policy,
which led to a lower domestic price level [eq. (ii)], A lower price level is,
other things being equal, expansionary,
and in this experiment
the positive
effect on output from the lower price level in country 1 was large enough to
offset the negative. effects induced by the policy contraction.
In the no-pricelag case, on the other hand, ‘the appreciation
of country l’s currency has a
direct negative effect on country 2’s demand for country l’s exports, which is
contractionary
for country
1. There is, in other words, an extra contractionary
channel in the no-price-lag
case, and in this case (column 8) there
is no longer an expansion in country l’s output.
The reason for the appreciation
of country l’s currency in this regime is,
speaking
loosely, as follows. The decrease in B, takes funds out of the
system. For the (O,m) regime in column 3, this resulted in an increase in
country
l’s interest rate and a decrease in country
2’s interest rate. This
cannot happen for the (m,so) regime in column 4, however, since in this
regime there is only one world interest rate. For the (co,O) regime in column
2, the interest rates in the two countries were kept equal by having a capital
inflow into country
1, which resulted in an accumulation
of reserves by
country 1. For the (a, m) regime, however, reserves are exogenous,
and so
any attempted
capital inflow into country
1 to keep the interest rates the
same results instead in an appreciation
of country l’s currency.

5. Conclusion
Although the results in section 4 are not to be taken too seriously because
of the limitations
of model A, in particular
with respect to its treatment
of
the forward rate, it does seem clear from the sensitivity of the results to the
choice of regime that it is important
to account
for capital flows in the
construction
of multicountry
models. These results indicate, in other words,
that the treatment
of capital flows and exchange rates as exogenous
in a

model like LINK
[Ball (197311 is a serious restriction.
The results also
indicate that there may be important
price linkages among countries in the
case of flexible exchange rates, something
which has generally been ignored
or treated very lightly in previous theoretical work. In the future 1 hope that
the model outlined
in sections
2 and 3 can serve as a basis for the
construction
of actual multicountry
econometric
models, so that model A
can be replaced with more realistic versions.
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